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Alzheimer's disease is characterized by amyloid-b aggregation. Currently, all the approved medications are

to treat the symptoms but there is no clinically approved treatment for the cure or to prevent the

progression of Alzheimer's disease (AD). Earlier reports suggest the use of small molecules and peptides

to target and destabilize the amyloid fibril. The use of Beta Sheet Breaker (BSB) peptides seems to be

a promising and attractive therapeutic approach as it can strongly bind and destabilize the preformed

amyloid fibril. There are experimental studies describing the destabilization role of various BSB peptides,

but the exact mechanism remains elusive. In the current work, an attempt is made to study the

destabilization mechanism of different BSB peptides on preformed amyloid protofibril using molecular

docking and simulations. Molecular docking of eight different BSB peptides of varying length (5-mer to

10-mer) on the Abeta protofibril was done. Docking was followed by multiple sets of molecular

simulations for the Abeta protofibril–BSB peptide complex for each of the top ranked poses of the eight

BSB peptides. As a control, multiple sets of simulations for the Abeta protofibril (APO) were also carried

out. An increase in the RMSD, decrease in the number of interchain hydrogen bonds, destabilization of

important salt bridge interactions (D23–K28), and destabilization of interchain hydrophobic interactions

suggested the destabilization of Abeta protofibril by BSB peptides. The MM-GBSA free energy of binding

for each of the BSB peptides was calculated to measure the binding affinity of BSB peptides to Abeta

protofibril. Further residue wise contribution of free energy of binding was also calculated. The study

showed that 7-mer peptides tend to bind strongly to Abeta protofibril as compared to other BSB

peptides. The KKLVFFA peptide showed better destabilization potential as compared to the other BSB

peptides. The details about the destabilization mechanism of BSB peptides will help in the design of

other peptides for the therapeutic intervention for AD.
Introduction

Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a complex neurodegenerative
disorder, characterized by aggregation of Abeta (Ab) protein and
thereby its deposition in the brain in the form of amyloid pla-
ques and neurobrillary tangles.1–3 The process starts with the
proteolytic cleavage of full length amyloid precursor protein
(APP) by beta and gamma secretase to release fragments of
length between 39 and 42.4,5 These fragments form part of the
amyloid cascade hypothesis and their brillary form is the basic
component of the amyloid plaques found in neuronal cells.6

The two most common fragments are Ab40 and Ab42, out of
which Ab42 is more toxic.4 The process of formation of the
ting (C-DAC), Panchavati, Pashan, Pune,
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Abeta bril involves a series of events where the normal
monomeric alpha helical structure is transformed into the beta
structure followed by its aggregation in the pathological brillar
insoluble state.4–7 Hayden et al., 2017 have highlighted the
contribution of individual amino acid residues responsible for
maintaining the native helical or random coil conformation of
Abeta.8 It has been seen that the intermediate state oligomers
are more toxic as compared to nal state insoluble brils.9–12

Thus it becomes important to stop the aggregation of Abeta at
a very early state.

Studies to develop inhibitors for Abeta aggregates are being
carried out since decades. The inhibitors designed range from
organic molecules, antibodies and peptides.13–20 These inhibi-
tors may work by preventing the formation of soluble oligomers
or by destabilizing preformed oligomers.21 The major issue with
the inhibitors is the toxicity which has led to their discards in
the early phase of a clinical trial.22 Besides this, the exact
mechanism of action of such inhibitors is also not known. Also,
the destabilization strategy is gaining importance over the time
as the destabilized Abeta brils become non-neurotoxic and
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 23557–23573 | 23557
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also helps in the inhibition of higher order aggregates.23,24 There
are multitude of studies on small molecules describing their role
in the inhibition of aggregation, for example, small molecules like
tramiprosate an ionic compound was able to maintain Abeta in
non-brillar form and thereby decreasing Ab42 induced cell death
in neuronal cell cultures.25 However, in recent decades the peptide
based inhibitors for the amyloid formation and its destabilization
are gaining importance over the time and the same has been
shown in the review by Sciaretta et al.26

Several peptide fragments have been designed to bind to
important regions of Abeta involved in aggregations of the
protein thereby inhibiting amyloid aggregation.27–30 The peptide
based inhibitors have an advantage over the other class of
inhibitors as the binding of such peptides would be through
a self-recognition mechanism, mimicking the bril growth
process.31–37 Also, the peptide based inhibitors are easy to
synthesis, broadly available and are less toxic.34–37 The peptide
based inhibitors are mostly designed based on the sequence
derived from Abeta itself. The studies have tried to identify
regions of the N-terminus,38,39 central hydrophobic core,40,41

hinge or turn regions,42 and C-terminus43 of Abeta which are
responsible for aggregation and brillization. Such studies have
helped in designing the region specic peptide inhibitor. The
peptide KLVFF identied by Tjernberg et al.28 binds to full-
length Abeta and prevents assembly into brils. Soto and co-
workers43 showed that the fragment LPFFD obtained by modi-
fying LVFFA (replacement of Val at the second position by Pro
and Ala at the h position by Asp) showed enhanced activity.
The study showed that the LPFFD peptide was able to inhibit
the Abeta aggregation and was also able to disassemble the
preformed Abeta protobrils in vitro.40,43,44 Minicozzi et al.45 in
their work, experimentally and through molecular dynamics
simulation showed the binding of Ac-LPFFD-NH2 a modied
version of Ac-LPFFN-NH2 to the Ab. The study showed that both
the beta breaker peptides Ac-LPFFD-NH2 and Ac-LPFFN-NH2
were able to stabilize the native secondary structure of Abeta.
Datki et al.46 obtained LPYFD-amide by the modication of
LPFFD (substitution of Pro at the third position by Tyr) and its
amidation at the C-terminus. In vitro study of LPYFD-amide
peptide showed reduced nerve cell decay and Abeta induced cell
mortality. Similarly, in vitro studies carried by Liu et al.47 on the
decamer HKQLPFYEED showed better stability and inhibitory effect
on Abeta aggregation inhibition as compared to HKQLPFFEED. The
peptide (RGTFEGKF-NH2) designed by Liu et al.48 demonstrated
that brillization can be disrupted by targeting specic residues of
the amyloid bril. Jagota et al.49 designed D-peptides viz. PGKLVYA,
KKLVFFARRRRA and KKLVFFA based on the central hydrophobic
region of Abeta (residues 16–20). In their study they evaluated
inhibitory action, toxicity and pharmacological properties of these
peptides on transgenic C. elegans model and showed that the two
peptides PGKLVYA andKKLVFFAwere able to improve survival inC.
elegans.

Kanchi et al.50 in their study found that tryptophan modied
LPFFD peptides were able to bind better to Abeta protobril.
Besides this, peptides with varying lengths have been designed
targeting critical regions of Abeta and were found to be effective
in preventing oligomerization of Abeta protein.51–53
23558 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 23557–23573
The earlier studies by various researchers have described the
destabilization role of various BSB peptides, however the
mechanism of action of these peptides to disaggregate the
preformed Abeta protobril remains obscure. Secondly, the
peptides of varying length and composition are reported to
inhibit the brillization and the destabilization of preformed
protobrils. Hence in the present study, an attempt is made to
study themechanism of destabilization of various BSB peptides.
Also, the study aims to nd what could be the minimal length of
the peptide which can effectively destabilize the preformed
protobrils. In the current study, eight BSB peptides of varying
lengths were considered for docking. Aer docking, molecular
simulations were performed for top ranked docked pose of each
of the BSB peptides. Further, the interaction mechanism and
destabilization effect of the peptides with Abeta protobril was
studied to identify the most potential destabilizing BSB peptide.
The MM-GBSA method has been employed to estimate the free
energy contribution of the residues of Abeta protobril involved
in binding with BSB peptides. These studies may provide
a rationale for designing the new peptide based inhibitors
against AD.

Methodology
Molecular docking

In order to study the effect of peptides on destabilization of
Abeta protobril, molecular docking of various peptides having
the size in the range of ve amino acids to ten amino acids was
carried out. The peptides docked were HKQLPFFEED,
HKQLPFYEED, RGTFEGKF, PGKLVYA, KKLVFFA, KLVFF,
LPFFN and LPFFD. Prior to docking, all the peptide structures
were generated in the trans conguration using Chimera so-
ware. All the peptides were energy minimized using the steepest
descent and conjugate gradient method to remove any steric
clashes. The molecular docking studies were carried out using
NMR structure coordinates of Abeta protobril PDB ID 2BEG.54

The structure selected was U-shaped model consisting of two
beta strands. Strand 1 (residue range 17 to 26) and strand 2
(residue range 31 to 42) are connected by a bend having residues
range 27 to 30. The model is a pentamer consisting of ve
identical chains denoted as A to E. There is growing evidence in
regard to polymorphic character (U-shape and S-shape model)
of Abeta protobril, especially Abeta 1–42. A number of bril
structures with morphologically different bril structures of Ab
have been reported recently.55–58 Abeta being polymorphic in
nature each of the bril structure have its own importance and
which have been highlighted in the recent experimental and
computational studies.59–63 Also, studies by Cheon M et al.62 &
Kahler A et al.63 suggest formation of U-shaped brillar struc-
ture from potent on-pathway intermediates of the Ab17-42
pentamer and hexamer oligomers (paranuclei). The U-shaped
model (2BEG) has been part of most of the previously re-
ported molecular simulation studies.64–70 Thus, 2BEG model
was selected for the study.

The amberff14SB force eld was applied to parameterize
protein (Abeta protobril).71 As the specic binding site is not
known for Abeta protobril, hence blind docking of BSB
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 1 System definition and details for docking and molecular dynamics simulations

System index System name Protein Ligand (peptide) Simulation time

S0 APO Abeta protobril None 2 � 100 ns
S1 HFD Abeta protobril HKQLPFFEED 2 � 100 ns
S2 HYD Abeta protobril HKQLPFYEED 2 � 100 ns
S3 RGT Abeta protobril RGTFEGKF 2 � 100 ns
S4 PGK Abeta protobril PGKLVYA 2 � 100 ns
S5 KKL Abeta protobril KKLVFFA 2 � 100 ns
S6 KLV Abeta protobril KLVFF 2 � 100 ns
S7 LPN Abeta protobril LPFFN 2 � 100 ns
S8 LPD Abeta protobril LPFFD 2 � 100 ns
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peptides (peptide) were carried out onto the Abeta protobril.
Blind docking ensures that peptide search the entire protein
surface area for possible docking sites. All the docked proto-
bril–peptide systems have been dened in Table 1 and indexed
as S0 to S8, where S0 represents the APO system. Docking was
carried out using DOCK6 soware using standard parameters.72

Analyses of docking results were carried out using chimera by
visual inspection along with the docking scores. Rigid docking
was carried for these complexes. The relative binding affinities
of the docked poses of the BSB peptides with Abeta protobril
were determined by using a grid score.
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations

The molecular simulation studies were performed for the pro-
tobril–peptide complex using the AMBER 16 suite of the
program.73 Based on grid score the top ranked docked pose of
the protobril–peptide complex for each of the peptide were
considered for the simulations to investigate the destabilization
effect. Molecular simulations were carried out for nine systems
(S0 to S8) as mentioned in Table 2. The protobril–peptide
complexes were parameterized using the amberff14SB force
eld. The systems were put in an octahedral water box with
TIP3P water model with a minimum distance between the
solute and the box around 10 Å.

Each of the systems was neutralized by adding sufficient
counter ions. This was followed by minimization of systems
with 5000 steps comprising of initial 2500 steps of steepest
descent and remaining 2500 steps of the conjugate gradient.
These minimized structures were heated till 300 K using
a Langevin thermostat and then equilibrated for 1 ns at the
Table 2 Docking results with all the peptides

Peptide
Dock score
(kcal mol�1)

HKQLPFFEED �26.597866
HKQLPFYEED �29.543624
RGTFEGKF �28.651105
PGKLVYA �35.047874
KKLVFFA �33.654152
KLVFF �32.981491
LPFFN �27.007414
LPFFD �31.188615

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
same temperature. The hydrogen atoms were constrained using
the SHAKE algorithm. The system was equilibrated for 1 ns at
a constant temperature of 300 K and pressure of 1 atm. Long-
range electrostatic interactions were calculated using the
Particle-Mesh Ewald (PME) method. Newtonian equation of
motion was solved using the Leapfrog integrator with the inte-
gration time step of 2 fs. The equilibrated structures were then
subjected to production runs for 100 ns. All the systems were
subjected to two runs of 100 ns each. Details of all simulations
are given in Table 1. Additional set of simulations was carried
out for best two peptide systems viz. PGK and KKL and APO
systems upto 200 ns to observe trend of destabilization events.
Analysis of MD generated trajectories

The analysis of the trajectories were carried out using CPPTRAJ
module of AMBERTOOLS.74 Various parameters were calculated
to assess the destabilization of Abeta protobril. The salt bridge
distances between Asp23–Lys28 (aspartic acid at 23rd position
and lysine at 28th position) between the neighboring chains
were calculated. Besides these few other important distances
were calculated to assess destabilization effect of peptides on
Abeta protobril. Secondary structure analysis was carried out
using DSSP. The binding free energy between the Abeta proto-
bril and peptides were calculated using MM-GBSA method.75

In order to determine binding mode of peptides and to deter-
mine energetic contribution of individual residue, energy
contribution of Abeta protobril residues actively involved in
binding with peptides were determined. Ligplot76 and PLIP77

were used to study Abeta protobril and peptide interactions.
ShiX2 (ref. 78) was used to calculated the chemical shis.
Results
Molecular docking

In the present study, molecular docking of multiple peptides of
different lengths on Abeta protobril was carried out using
DOCK6. The top ranked docked pose for each peptide was
chosen based on grid score. The grid score quanties the
binding of the peptide to protein based on non-bonded inter-
actions. Thus, a more negative grid score indicates better
binding. The best docked protobril–peptide complex for each
of the docked peptides is shown in Fig. 1. The blind docking was
carried out considering the docking grid around the entire
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 23557–23573 | 23559



Fig. 1 Docking representation of Abeta oligomer with best pose of different peptides. Abeta protofibril. Each Abeta protofibril consist of five
chains represented as blue: chain A, green: chain B, yellow: chain C, orange: chain D and red: chain E.
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protein. The binding modes for each of the peptides were
investigated to gain insights into the molecular interactions
that affect the potency and mode of their binding. The Fig. 1
shows that most of the peptides were found to be docked along
with chain E of Abeta protobril. The peptide HKQLPFFEED,
HKQLPFFEED, RGTFEGKF, KKLVFFA, KLVFF and LPFFD were
found to be docked close to chain E, while PGKLVYA and LPFFN
were found to be docked close to chain A. The lowest value of
grid score for PGKLVYA peptide (�35.047 kcal mol�1) suggests
its strong binding with Abeta protobrils as compared to the
other peptides investigated in the present study. The grid score
for all the peptides is given in Table 2. The LIGPLOT analysis of
the docked complex of Abeta protobril and peptides shown in
the Fig. 2. The gure represents various interactions between
Abeta protobril and the peptides. The Fig. 2 pictorially depicts
Fig. 2 Ligplot showing various interactions between residues of Abeta
sented by green lines and hydrophobic interactions are represented
HKQLPFFEED, (B) HKQLPFFEED, (C) RGTFEGKF, (D) PGKLVYA, (E) KKLVF

23560 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 23557–23573
hydrogen bond (represented by the dashed line) and hydro-
phobic contacts (represented by arc). Details about the inter-
actions have been given in ESI Table SI.† The importance of
docking for the evaluation of the best binding pose and binding
affinity of various drugs towards Abeta protobril to test their
anti-brilization property have been mentioned in several
studies.79

The results of docking for the rst three top poses for each of
the peptides have been given in ESI Fig. S1 and Table S2.† It was
observed that binding of the peptide occur either along chain A
or chain E of the protobril. As the residues along both the
chains are identical we considered the top pose for the simu-
lations. Followed by docking two sets of molecular dynamics
simulations were carried to explore the conformational space of
the peptides.
protofibril and different docked peptides. Hydrogen bonds are repre-
by red arc. The figure shows protofibril with docked peptide (A)

FA, (F) KLVFF(G), LPFFN, (H) LPFFD.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) distribution in Abeta protofibril apo structure and Abeta protofibril–peptide complexes.

Table 3 Percentage secondary structure content

System B-structure (B-sheet/B-bridge) Coil Turn/bend Alpha

APO 61 26 10 0
HFD 53 28 14 1
HYD 55 30 12 0
RGT 50 32 15 1
PGK 45 34 13 1
KKL 50 32 13 0

Paper RSC Advances
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations

The docking poses give only a static picture of the interactions
between peptide and Abeta protobril, hence MD simulations
were carried out for the best docked pose of each protobril–
peptide complex. The MD simulations help to understand
whether the interactions formed during docking are stable or
transient. Molecular simulations of the APO system were also
carried out as a control system.
KLV 52 30 15 1
LPN 51 32 14 1
LPD 53 30 14 0
Comparison of the simulation data with experimental results

Prior to the analysis of simulation results, the molecular
dynamics trajectories were validated by comparing with chem-
icals shis of NMR structure used for simulations. The Ca and
Cb chemical shis were computed using SHIFTX2 packages and
compared. The correlation coefficient for Ca atoms was 0.98
(ESI Fig. S2a†) and for the Cb atoms were 0.99 (ESI Fig. S2b†).
The high correlation between the theoretical and experimental
Fig. 4 Root Mean Square Fluctuation (RMSF) for in Abeta protofibril apo

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
NMR chemical shi values indicates that MD simulations are
able to reproduce the structural ensemble of Ab42 reasonably
and is supported by other studies.67
structure and Abeta protofibril–peptide complexes for all the chains.

RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 23557–23573 | 23561
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Root mean square deviation

Root mean square deviation (RMSD) gives an idea about how
much a structure has deviated from the original structure. The
RMSD was calculated using the start structure as a reference
frame. The Fig. 3 shows the histogram plot for the RMSD for the
APO and all protobril–peptide complex systems. From the gure,
it can be seen that for the APO system, for the majority of the
population the RMSD lies in the range of 2 Å to 3 Å. For the HFD,
HYD and LPN systems it lies in the range of 4 Å to 6 Å. For the RGT
and LPD systems, it lies in the range of 4 Å to 8 Å. For the PGK, KKL
and KLV systems it is in the range of 4 Å to 9 Å. The increase in the
RMSD values in protobril–peptide as compared to the APO
system shows that the peptides are able to destabilize the Abeta
protobril. The maximum deviation was observed in PGK, KKL
and KLV systems, the PGK system showedmajor peaks around 5 Å
and 7.7 Å, KKL system showed peaks around 3 Å and 7 Å, and KLV
showed peaks around 3 Å, 5 Å and 7.5 Å.
Fig. 5 Average number of hydrogen bond for all the systems. (A) Entire s
between chain C-chain D, (E) between chain D-chain E.

23562 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 23557–23573
Root mean square uctuation

In order to identify the regions of Abeta protobril that showed
maximum uctuations, root mean square uctuation (RMSF)
was calculated. It gives an idea about how much a particular
residue or region had uctuated from an average structure. The
Fig. 4 shows the RMSF plot for all the systems. The APO system
showed minimum deviation as compared to all other systems.
For the APO system, the maximum deviation was observed for
the C-terminal region of chain A which was around 3 Å. All other
systems showed deviation throughout the protein with an
average deviation of 3 Å. The C-terminal of chain A (residue 37
to 42) and beta strand 1 of chain E (residue 24 to 33) in all
protobril–peptide systems showed maximum deviation.
Among the protobril–peptide system, maximum deviation in
the C-terminal region of chain A was shown by the PGK system
and deviation was around 10 Å. The KKL system showed
maximum deviation in beta strand 1 of chain E and was around
ystem, (B) between chain A–chain B, (C) between chain B-chain C, (D)

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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8 Å. Thus maximum deviation was observed in the protobril–
peptide system consisting of 7-mer peptides viz. PGKLVYA and
KKLVFFA.

Secondary structure analysis

Therst step in the formation of Abeta protobril is the conversion
of the alpha helix to beta structure. Thus the rst step in the
destabilization of protobril may be the destabilization of beta
structure. Experimental and computational studies by researchers
have shown the conversion of beta to coil and helix during
destabilization of Abeta protobril in presence of ligand mole-
cules.80–82 The most important aspect for the stability of Abeta
protobrils is the higher b-sheet content and it plays an important
role in maintaining the organized b-brillar structure. Hence
secondary structure analysis was done to check the average
percentage of different secondary structures during the course of
simulations. Table 3 shows the percentage content of various
secondary structures for APO and each of the protobril–peptide
systems. The APO systemhas amaximumpercent of beta structure
i.e. 61% and the lowest coil structure i.e. 26% among all the
simulated systems. In all the protobril–peptide systems the loss
in beta structure content and gain in the coil region has been
observed. The maximum loss in the beta structure content was
observed for the PGK system, where the percent beta structure
content was reduced to 45% and the percent coil structure was
increased to 34%. Thus the interaction of the peptides with Abeta
protobril has resulted in the loss of beta structure and gain of coil
structure. This is in coherence with previous studies showing
decreases in beta content in presence of small ligands.67,70,82

Hydrogen bond analysis

The hydrogen bonds are important in maintaining the stability of
the secondary structure and folding/unfolding of the protein. The
biological function of a protein can be affected owing to the loss or
Fig. 6 Distance distributions between ASP23 (chain A) and LYS28 (chain
and Abeta protofibril–peptide complexes.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
gain of hydrogen bonds. Hence the total number of hydrogen
bonds responsible for maintaining the oligomer structure were
calculated. The plot for the average number of the interchain
hydrogen bond between the adjacent chains and for the entire
protobril for all the protobril–peptide systems are shown in
Fig. 5. The Fig. 5A shows the average number of inter chain
hydrogen bonds for the entire protobril. As compared to the APO
system where the average number of hydrogen bonds were around
55 for the entire protobril, for all the other systems the hydrogen
bond ranged from 40 to 46. Thus the presence of peptides desta-
bilized the hydrogen bond network in the Abeta protobril. The
maximum destabilization was observed for the PGK and KKL
systems, where maximum conformations had an average number
of hydrogen bonds for the entire protobril reduced to 40.

Further, to check hydrogen bonds between which neighboring
chains are affected most, the average number of hydrogen bonds
between the neighboring chains are plotted in the Fig. 5B–E. From
the Fig. 5B, it can be seen that the average number of hydrogen
bonds between chain A and chain B varies in the range of 12 to 9
with the PGK system having the minimum number. Similarly,
Fig. 5C shows the average number of hydrogen bonds between
chain B and chain C with the range varying between 15 to 12. The
PGK system showed the least average hydrogen bond number
between chain B and chain C i.e. 12. For chain C and chain D
(Fig. 5D), the average number of hydrogen bonds varies in the
range of 14 to 12 with the lowest for PGK and KKL systems. For
chain D and chain E (Fig. 5E), the average number of hydrogen
bonds varies in the range of 14 to 7 with the lowest for the KKL
system. Thus,maximumdestabilization was seen between chain D
and chain E followed by chain A and chain B.
Salt bridge (Asp23–Lys28)

The interchain salt bridge (Asp23–Lys28) present between the
bend region for all the chains are known to stabilize protobril
B) residues for salt bridge formation in Abeta protofibril apo structure

RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 23557–23573 | 23563



Fig. 7 Distance distributions between ASP23 (chain D) and LYS28 (chain E) residues for salt bridge formation in Abeta protofibril apo structure
and Abeta protofibril–peptide complexes.
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structure.83,84 The salt bridge between Cg of Asp23 and Nx of
Lys28 plays an important role in the stabilization of cross beta
structure between chains of Abeta oligomer.83 As the peptides
tend to bind to either chain A or chain E of the protobril, the
interchain salt bridge between chain A and chain B, and
between chain D and chain E was calculated.

The distance distribution of salt bridges between chain A
and chain B for all the systems are given in the Fig. 6. In the case
of the APO system, the salt bridge distance between chain A and
B was maintained around 3 Å for most of the conformations. In
the case of the HFD system, it showed a peak at around 3 Å but
Fig. 8 Distance distributions between ALA21 (chain A) and VAL36 (chai
peptide complexes.

23564 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 23557–23573
around 20% of conformations showed a distance of more than 4
Å. For the HYD system, most of the conformations had
a distance in the range of 3 Å to 4 Å. For the RGT system, two
zones were observed one with conformations around 3 Å and
another around 5 Å. For the PGK system also, two peaks were
observed one with conformations around 3 Å and another
around 5.5 Å was observed. For other systems viz. KKL, KLV,
LPN, and LPD, the conformations mostly have distances in the
range of 3 Å to 4 Å. From the distance calculation, it can be seen
that the RGT and the PGK systems showed comparatively more
destabilization of salt-bridge between chain A and chain B.
n B) residues in Abeta protofibril apo structure and Abeta protofibril–

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 4 Interaction Abeta protofibril and various peptides and having
occupancy of more than 20%

Hydrogen bond Hydrophobic

HFD 22GLU_C:2LYS 19PHE_E:4LEU
22GLU_E:3GLN 39VAL_D:6PHE
23ASP_E:2LYS

HYD 20PHE_E:3GLN 18VAL_D:6PHE
22GLU_E:3GLN 19PHE_E:3GLN
22GLU_E:2LYS 20PHE_D:8GLU
37GLY_E:3GLN 20PHE_C:6PHE
20PHE_E:1HIS 20PHE_E:2LYS

RGT 20PHE_E:3THR 20PHE_E:3THR
22GLU_C:7LYS

Fig. 9 Distance distributions between ALA21 (chain A) and VAL36 (chain B) residues in Abeta protofibril apo structure and Abeta protofibril–
peptide complexes.
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Similarly, the distance distribution of salt bridge interaction
between chain D and chain E for all the systems was plotted and
is shown in the Fig. 7. For the APO system, the average salt
bridge distance was around 3.5 Å. However, all the protobril–
peptide systems showed two peaks, with one having a distance
of more than 5 Å representing the destabilized salt bridge. The
maximum destabilization was seen in the KKL system where
two dominant peaks were seen one around 3.5 Å with 45% of
the population, and the other around 18 Å with 30% pop-
ulation. From the salt bridge distance calculation it can be seen
that the presence of peptides tends to affect the salt bridge
stability. Based on the distance it can be seen that the salt
bridge between chain A and chain B was affected most in the
PGK system. Similarly, the salt bridge between chain D and
chain E was affected most in the KKL system. Thus, it was
observed that the 7-mer peptides (PGKLVYA and KKLVFFA) tend
to affect the salt bridge the most.
22GLU_E:1ARG
22GLU_D:1ARG

PGK 21ALA_A:5VAL 21ALA_A:5VAL
21ALA_A:4LEU 20PHE_C:4LEU
23ASP_A:2GLY
20PHE_A:7ALA

KKL 35MET_E:3LEU 19PHE_E:6PHE
35MET_E:1LYS 36VAL_E:6PHE
37GLY_E:6PHE 19PHE_D:6PHE
33GLY_E:1LYS 24VAL_E:4VAL
22GLU_E:4VAL
41ILE_E:2LYS
28LYS_E:2LYS
23ASP_E:1LYS
39VAL_E:6PHE

KLV 35MET_E:2LEU
LPN 40VAL_A:3PHE 40VAL_A:3PHE

42ALA_A:1LEU
38GLY_A:5ASN
25GLY_A:5ASN

LPD 28LYS_E:4PHE 30ALA_E:3PHE
Distance between Ala21 and Val36

Besides salt-bridge interactions, hydrophobic interactions play
an important role in maintaining the stability and overall
folding of the protein.85,86 The hydrophobic residues tend to get
buried inside the solvent inaccessible cavity and tend to provide
stability to amyloid brils.86 Thus, the interchain distance
between the hydrophobic residues Ala21 and Val36, which is
one of the important parameters that determine the destabili-
zation of Abeta protobril, was calculated.67,87 Fig. 8 shows the
average interchain distance between Ala21 (chain A)–Val36
(chain B). The average Ala21 (chain A)–Val36 (chain B) distance
in the APO structure was around 8 Å. However, the average
interchain distance tends to increase in all the protobril–
peptide systems with the maximum being in the PGK and the
KKL systems. The average interchain distance in the PGK
system tends to increase to 20 Å, while in the KKL system it
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
tends to rise to 17 Å. Similarly, the average interchain distance
between Ala21 (chain D)–Val36 (chain E) was calculated for all
the systems (Fig. 9). For the APO system, the average interchain
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 23557–23573 | 23565
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distance was around 6 Å. For all other protobril–peptide
systems it was on the higher side as compared to the APO
system. The PGK and KKL systems showed maximum average
interchain distance in the range of 7 Å to 15 Å. Thus, similar to
salt-bridge interactions the 7-mer peptides tend to show more
destabilizing effect for hydrophobic interactions as compared
to all other peptides.
Interaction between protobril and peptides

Interaction analysis between protobril and peptides were
carried out to identify key residues involved in the destabiliza-
tion of Abeta protobril. The interactions analysis of proto-
bril–peptide systems reveals the formation of hydrogen bonds
and non-bonded interaction between Abeta protobril and
peptides. The key residues involved in the binding for each of
the peptides and having occupancy of more than 20% have been
Fig. 11 Individual residue wise energy decomposition for all the system

23566 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 23557–23573
reported in Table 4. The residues involved are represented in
the form residuenumber_residuename_chain for Abeta proto-
bril and residuenumber_residuename for peptides.

The HKQLPFFEED peptide tends to form three hydrogen
bonds and two hydrophobic interactions. The residues involved
in the formation of hydrogen bonds were 22Glu_C with 2Lys,
22Glu_E with 3Gln, and 23Asp_E with 2Lys. The residues
involved in the formation of hydrophobic interactions were
19Phe_E with 4Leu and 39Val_D with 6Phe. In the case of the
HKQLPFYEED peptide ve hydrogen bonds and ve hydro-
phobic interactions were observed. The residues involved in the
formation of hydrogen bonds were 20Phe_E with 3Gln, 22Glu_E
with 3Gln, 22Glu_E with 2Lys, 37Gly_E with 3Gln, and 20Phe_E
with 1His. The residues involved in the formation of hydro-
phobic interactions 18Val_D with 6Phe, 19Phe_E with 3Gln,
20Phe_D with 8Glu, 20Phe_C with 6Phe and 20Phe_E with 2Lys.
s. Different colours represents residues from different chains.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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The RGTFEGKF peptide formed four hydrogen bonds and one
hydrophobic interaction. The residues involved in the forma-
tion of hydrogen bonds are 20Phe_E with 3Thr, 22Glu_C with
7Lys, 22Glu_E with 1ARG, and 22Glu_D with 1ARG. The resi-
dues involved in the formation of hydrophobic interactions
20Phe_E with 3Thr. The PGKLVYA peptide formed four
hydrogen bonds and two hydrophobic interactions. The resi-
dues involved in the formation of hydrogen bonds are 21Ala_A
with 5Val, 21Ala_A with 4Leu, 23Asp_A with 2Gly and 20Phe_A
with 7Ala. The residues involved in the formation of hydro-
phobic interactions 21Ala_A with 5Val and 20Phe_C with 4Leu.
The KKLVFFA peptide formed nine hydrogen bonds and four
hydrophobic interactions. The residues involved in the forma-
tion of hydrogen bonds are 35Met_E with 3Leu, 35Met_E with
1Lys, 37Gly_E with 6Phe, 33Gly_E with 1Lys, 22Glu_E with 4Val,
41Ile_E with 2Lys, 28Lys_E with 2Lys, 23Asp_E with 1Lys, and
39Val_E with 6Phe. The residues involved in the formation of
hydrophobic interactions are 19Phe_E with 6Phe, 36Val_E with
6Phe, 19Phe_D with 6Phe, and 24Val_E with 4Val. The KLVFF
peptide formed one stable hydrogen bond. The residues
involved in the formation of hydrogen bonds are 35Met_E with
2Leu. The LPFFN peptide formed four hydrogen bonds and one
hydrophobic interaction. The residues involved in the forma-
tion of hydrogen bonds are 40Val_A with 3Phe, 42Ala_A with
1Leu, 38Gly_A with 5Asn, and 25Gly_A with 5Asn. The residues
involved in the formation of hydrophobic interactions are
40Val_A with 3Phe. The LPFFD peptide formed one hydrogen
bond and one hydrophobic interaction. The residues involved
in the formation of hydrogen bonds are 28Lys_E with 4Phe. The
residues involved in the formation of hydrophobic interactions
are 30Ala_E with 3Phe.

Thus, KKL a 7-mer peptide tend to form the maximum
number of stable interaction with the Abeta protobril. The
peptides tend to forms hydrogen bond interaction with 23Asp
or 28Lys and destabilize the salt bridge between 23Asp and
28Lys. Similarly, the studies by Barale et al.87 and Agrawal et al.88

have shown the destabilization of Abeta protobril due to
binding of the ligand to the salt bridge forming residues.
Binding free energy analysis between Abeta protobril and
peptides

The binding affinity calculation of peptides with Abeta proto-
bril was carried out using the MM-GBSA method. The average
delta energy of binding for all the systems has been given in
Fig. 10 and ESI Table S3.† From the gure, it can be seen that
the KKL system has the lowest deltaG binding energy and it was
�37.31 kcal mol�1. The second lowest average deltaG of binding
was observed for PGK and it was around �26.43 kcal. PGK
system was followed by RGT (�18.54 kcal mol�1), HFD
(�16.61 kcal mol�1), KLV (�15.98 kcal mol�1), LPN
(�10.41 kcal mol�1), LPD (�8.00 kcal mol�1) and HYD
(�3.40 kcal mol�1).

The analysis of binding free energy per-residue has been
shown in Fig. 11. The residues whose contribution in binding
energy is more than 0.2 kcal mol�1 have been listed here. In the
HFD system, the contributing residues were Glu22 of chain B, C,
© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
D, and E and Asp23 of chain E. For the HYD system, the
contributing residues were Phe20 of chain E and Glu22 of chain
A and E. In the RGT system the Phe20 from chain D and E and
Glu22 from chain B, C, D, and E were the contributing residues.
For the PGK system, the residues were Phe19 of chain A, Phe20
of chain A and C, Ala21 of chain A, B and C, and Asp23 of chain
D. For the KKL the residues mainly belonged to chain E, the
residues were Phe19 of chain D and E and the residues Glu22,
Asp23, Lys28, Gly29, Ile31, Gly33, Leu34, Met35, Val36, Gly37,
Gly38, Val39, Ala40, Ile41 and Ala42 of the chain E. In the KLV
system, the residues were Leu17 of chain D and E, Val18 chain D
and E, Phe20 chain C, D, and E, Glu22 chain B, C, D, and E. For
the LPN system, the residues were Met35 of chain A, B, and C,
Gly38, Val39, Val40, Ile41 and Ala 42 of the chain A. In the LPD
system, the residues were Leu17 of the chain D and E, Val18 of
the chain C, D and E, Phe20 of the chain B, C and D, and Ala21
chain B and C. Thus the KKL system tends to form interaction
with the maximum number of residues of chain E and also has
lowest deltaG of binding.

The results of the additional set of simulations for best two
peptide systems viz. PGK and KKL and APO systems are pre-
sented in the ESI document Section B.† It was observed that
these additional set of simulations shows similar trend as that
of results of two sets of 100 ns simulations reported.

Discussion

In one of the earlier studies on design of BSB peptides Soto et al.
designed the LPFFD (iab5) penta–peptide and in their in vitro
studies observed that this peptide is able to dissolve preformed
brils. This study led to other researchers to design various
peptides of different length and study the destabilization
potential of these designed peptides. The designed peptides
ranged from 5-mer to 13-mer in length. Besides peptides
various small molecules have also been studied experimentally
and computationally for their destabilization effect.

Saini et al.89 carried out simulation studies of Abeta proto-
bril (2BEG) in presence of uorinated compound, D744. In the
study they showed that the presence of ligand leads to decrease
in b-sheet content and simultaneously increase in coil struc-
ture. They also showed that it destabilize the protobril by
disrupting the native inter-chain D23–K28 salt bridges,
decreasing inter-chain backbone hydrogen bonds and rear-
ranges the tightly compact b-strand–bend-b-strand motifs by
increasing the interchain A21–V36 distance. In another study,
Barale et al.87 showed that binding of arginine hybrid peptides
to Abeta protobril destabilize it by breaking of important salt
bridge between D23–K28. Gupta et al.65 showed the destabili-
zation ellagic acid (REF) using molecular dynamic simulations.
They showed that REF leads to the decrease in beta-structure
content, disruption of salt bridges and decline in the number
of hydrogen bonds. They also showed the F19, L34, M35, V36,
V40, I41, and A42 residues played major role in binding with
REF. The major factors that were considered by most of the
researchers for evaluating the destabilization potential of the
ligands are secondary structure content especially beta and coil
content, salt bridge distance between Asp23–Lys28 (especially
RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 23557–23573 | 23567
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in U-shaped model), inter-chain hydrogen and hydrophobic
interaction.64,65,81–87 In the current work, it was observed that
binding of peptides with Abeta protobril has resulted in the
loss of beta structure and gain of coil structure. This is in
accordance with previous studies showing increase of coil and
decrease of beta structures. The number of inter chain
hydrogen bond also decreased in the presence of the peptides.
The destabilization of protobrils was observed owing to
increase in the inter-chain distance of important salt bridge
D23–K28 and hydrophobic interaction A21–V36.

In the study carried out by Shuaib et al.81 they showed that
the Phe 20 has important share in binding free energy to
modied iab5 peptide PPFFE. On similar line Jarmuła et al.61

showed that addition of Phe residues into BSB peptide
(LPFFFD) and docked around Phe 20 in the CHC region of Ab42
brils help to improve the destabilization potential of peptide.
The importance of Phe 19 and Phe 20 was shown by Dutta et al.84

through mutation studies. In present study, residue wise free
energy decomposition showed that the Phe 20 of chain C, chain
D and chain E of Abeta protobril contributes in protobril
peptide binding energy. The Phe 20 from different chains of
protobril transiently formed pi–pi interaction with Phe 4 of the
LPFFD. Besides LPD system, in other peptide systems also role
of Phe 20 in protobril peptide binding energy was predomi-
nantly seen. Along with Phe 20 and Phe 19, Glu 22 was also seen
to have contribution in free energy of binding. Dutta et al.84 also
showed the importance of Glu 22 residue in maintaining the
D23–K28 salt bridge.

Conclusion

In this study, the destabilization potential of eight BSB peptides
namely, HKQLPFFEED, HKQLPFFEED, RGTFEGKF, PGKLVYA,
KKLVFFA, KLVFF, LPFFN, and LPFFD have been studied using
molecular docking and MD simulations. The docking study
revealed the PGKLVYA peptide as the most strong binding
peptide based on grid score. The BSB peptides tend to bind to
the Abeta protobril along the chain A or chain E. In order to
study the dynamics of the docked complexes, top ranked
docked pose of BSB peptides and protobril complex were
subjected to molecular simulations. It was observed that the
presence of BSB peptides tends to destabilize the Abeta proto-
bril, mainly the terminal chains. The structural parameters
like RMSD, RMSF, secondary structure content, and important
contacts were calculated. The presence of the BSB peptides led
to an increase in the overall RMSD and RMSF values of Abeta
protobril as compared to the APO system. Also the percentage
beta structure content decrease for the Abeta protobril in the
presence of the BSB peptides. The change in the secondary
structure was associated with a decrease in the number of
interchain hydrogen bonds. The increase in the salt bridge
distance between the Asp23 and Lys28 and hydrophobic
distance between Ala21 and Val36 further conrms the desta-
bilization of the Abeta protobril by the BSB peptides. The
maximum destabilization potential was observed for 7-mer
peptides as compared to other BSB peptides studied in current
work. The KKLVFFA peptide showed the lowest MM-GBSA
23568 | RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 23557–23573
binding energy and maximum perturbations in structural
parameters. The hydrogen bond and hydrophobic interactions
between peptides and Abeta protobril played an important
role in the destabilization of the protobril structure. The key
interacting residues of Abeta protobril with KKLVFFA peptide
were Phe19 of chain D and E and the residues Glu22, Asp23,
Lys28, Gly29, Ile31, Gly33, Leu34, Met35, Val36, Gly37, Gly38,
Val39, Ala40, Ile41 and Ala42 of the chain E. As peptides form
safe options for therapeutics, the KKLVFFA peptide and its
modications may be considered for the destabilization of
preformed higher order toxic aggregates of Abeta. The current
work provides information on the structural changes in the
Abeta protobril owing to the binding of the BSB peptides. It
also provides information on key interacting residues of Abeta
protobril and BSB peptides and paves the way for designing
new peptide based inhibitors of 7-mer length for the destabili-
zation of Abeta protobril and thereby a probable treatment for
Alzheimer's disease.
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